
Dumbbell Handles

We made these dumbells following a request from a customer, so you have him to 
thank for their spec :). We liked them so much, that we've decided to make them 
available for everyone to order. Here's the spec...

Price: £195.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/professional-olympic-dumbells

Super tough olympic dumbbell handles. Lifetime guarantee and made in UK for 
GymRatZ. These dumbell handles are made to the length of your choice from 12 
Inches thorough to a whopping 22 inches long and with a 30mm grip for comfort 
and ultimate product strength. 

Price from£100.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gr-olympic-dumbells

Chrome plated solid steel dumbell handles. Standard dumbells are sold in pairs (2 
handles). Also of interest, we offer Standard Smooth Dumbell handles 14" in 
length, as well as Standard Spinlock Dumbells in 14" and 16" (NOTE: Spinlock 
Dumbells include Spinlock Collars).

Price: £22.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/standard-smooth-dumbells-18inch

Chrome plated solid steel dumbell handles. Standard dumbells are sold in pairs (2 
handles). The Spinlock Dumbell Handles have spinlock ends and each handle is 
supplied with a pair of spinlock collars. Also of interest, we offer Standard Spinlock 
Dumbells 16" in length, as well as Standard Smooth Dum

Price: £19.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/standard-spinlock-dumbells-14inch

Chrome plated solid steel dumbell handles. Standard dumbells are sold in pairs (2 
handles). The Spinlock Dumbell Handles have spinlock ends and each handle is 
supplied with a pair of spinlock collars. Also of interest, we offer Standard Spinlock 
Dumbells 14" in length, as well as Standard Smooth Dum

Price: £19.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/standard-spinlock-dumbells-16inch
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2" (50mm) handle Thick grip dumbells for your strength training and grip technique 
endeavours. Blast your forearm flexors gripping these heavy-duty Olympic 
dumbbells. Also of interest, we offer an entire range of specialist gym equipment - 
thick bars, thick grip cable handles.

Price £95.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/thick-grip-olympic-dumbells

2.5" (63mm) handle Thick grip dumbells for huge forearm strength. Blast your 
forearms gripping these heavy-duty Olympic dumbbells. Also of interest, we offer 
an entire range of specialist gym equipment - thick bars, thick grip cable handles

Price £115.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/thick-grip-olympic-dumbells-63mm

3" (75mm) handle Thick grip dumbells are the biggest and baddest thick grip 
dumbell handles ever created. Made in England by an elite team of crack 
commando gym fabricators you know these are handles will destroy you, so butch-
up and grab a fist full of power or go watch a chick flick with the girls

Price £130.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/thick-grip-olympic-dumbells-75mm

Unique in design, the Poliquin dumbells have a fat (2") grip super-smooth 
revolving handle. Yes, that's right! The handle revolves, rather than the sleeves 
(they are one). Those of you that have purchased our fat grip kit know how it adds 
another dimension to your training & the revolving aspect

Price £225.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gr-poliquin-fat-grip-olympic-dumbells
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A combination of three strength training methods (fat grip, revolving handle, 
kettlebell) in one unique product - the Poliquin Kettlebell. Those of you that have 
purchased our fat grip kit know how it adds another dimension to your training, the 
revolving aspect even more so, & then you're adding

Price: £155.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/gr-poliquin-fat-grip-kettlebell

With the re-emergence of traditional lifts like Kettlebell Swings, we introduce a 
loadable (with olympic plates) bar for performing Swings.

Price from£75.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/kettlebell-swings-bar

Matt writing. For all of our customers with standard (1") plates and have asked for 
a fat (2" thick grip) pair of dumbells to train with, here you go: The GymRatZ 2" Fat 
Standard (1") Dumbell Handles (pair). 2" thick grip with standard (1"/ 25mm) ends. 
Fat standard barbells also now available, see 

Price £71.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/2inch-fat-standard-dumbell-handles

Globe Grip Training is perfect for changing the dynamics of a dumbbell to afford a 
whole new dimension to regular exercises and grip specific exercises. Our new 
range of Globe and Ball Barbells make an exciting addition to any commercial gym

Price: £85.00

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/globe-dumbbell

Who doesn't need Dumbbells in their chosen strength and conditioning program ! 
These dumbells are perfect for those whose workouts require a variety of 
exercises. 18"L approx 3kg. Each.

Price: £27.99

http://www.gymratz.co.uk/olympic-18-dumbell-handle
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